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Meet the Timberline. Born from the insight and 
experiences of Traeger users across the nation, 
then perfected by a team of engineers and BBQ 
experts, it’s our most advanced grill in 30 years. 
Crafted for everyone from the backyard hero, to 
the competition pitmaster, the Timberline gives 
you the control to customize your wood-fired 
cooking like never before.
 
This masterpiece started with you. 
Together, we’ve rewritten the rules for 
cooking with fire.
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& DESIGN
STRUCTURE

Starting at the core with a pill-shaped barrel for added 
height, a double-walled stainless steel interior, and 

airtight lid gasket for ultimate insulation, the Timberline 
is built with the structural integrity of Fort Knox.  
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LID GASKET
Professional-grade gasket creates an airtight 
seal, keeping your wood-fired heat and smoke 
where it’s meant to be

PILL-SHAPED BARREL
An additional 5 vertical inches of cooking height 
gives the Timberline the most cooking capacity 
in its class 

DOUBLE-WALLED 
Double-wall, commercial-grade 304 Stainless 
Steel Interior insulates and maintains heat for 
consistent temperature control

Love the dual walled body style, three levels for cooking, 
and heavy stainless steel grates. You can feel the quality 
by lifting the lid.

RICK MARTIN, Texas Star Grill Shop Owner

”“
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The Flexible Grate structure of the Timberline allows me to create the space that I need to ensure all my 
meats are cooked to perfection and in time for judging.

  
CHAD WARD,

BBQ Champion & Whiskey Bent BBQ Shop Owner

”“
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Let’s have steaks, burgers, vegetables and chicken. All at once. The Timberline is designed to work for 
you–no matter what you throw on it. From a feast for one to a block party of legendary proportions, the 

new three-tiered grate system unlocks flexibility to cook up anything you can cook up in your head.

MIDDLE GRATE
Keep it in for a full second tier of cooking, or 
remove for taller food, like Beer Can Chicken 

or a colossal turkey

BOTTOM GRATE
Slides forward for easy access to mop sauce on 

your food at any corner of the grill.
Dual position options ideal to smoke or sear with

TOP GRATE
Because the Timberline uses TRU Convection™ 

to cook, this top tier is just as much a full 
blown cooking surface as any

- SMOKE POSITION
- SEAR POSITION
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SMOKE POSITION
Surround your food with indirect 

convection heat to create the perfect bark 
and a deep, penetrating smoke ring

SEAR POSITION
Lower the bottom grill grate 2 inches 
closer to the direct radiant heat from 

the drip tray, providing the intense heat 
necessary to leave perfect grill marks

The Timberline has you covered from a low 
and slow 165°F all the way up to a searing 

500°F. Drop the bottom grate down, crank the 
heat up, and sear like you mean it. 
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The Timberline is where tech meets the 
traditional BBQ experience and takes it 
to a whole new level.

DANIELLE “DIVA Q” BENNETT,
TV Personality & BBQ Champion/Expert

  

”“
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  Perfect BBQ starts with perfect smoke.  The Timberline’s brand new patent pending approach 
to Smoke Science not only creates more smoke, but crafts the paramount standard of 

smoke—blue smoke. Only fresh, clean, pure smoky flavor penetrates your food, so you can craft 
ultimate BBQ feats. 

 

*based on convection air circulation vs non-convection, 
indirect flame cooking

TRU CONVECTION®

Redesign of Traeger convection 
system creates a powerful vortex 

of heat and smoke spinning in the 
barrel, cooking up to 20% faster* 

while imparting wood-fired flavor and 
locking in moisture

SUPER SMOKE MODE
Craft ultimate smoke profiles from 

165°F to 220°F with a push of a 
button. Proprietary algorithms 

control airflow and fuel the fire to 
surround your meal with the purest 

of blue smoke

TRAEGER DOWNDRAFT  
EXHAUST® SYSTEM

Exhaust channels located low in the 
barrel allow fresh, blue smoke to rise 

and circulate through the chamber 
fully before falling down to the base 

of the chamber. As it cools, older 
white smoke exits below the drip 

pan, ensuring your food receives only 
the finest hardwood flavor
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Take your wood-fired cooking into the modern age with the Timberline’s WiFIRE™ Controller. 
This industry-leading technology allows you to change the temperature, kick up the smoke, and 
set timers from anywhere via the Traeger App or directly from the grill’s control panel. It also 

features precision temperature control, allowing you to hold the set temperature from
165°F - 500°F within +/- 5°F*.

CONNECTED
Timberline’s WiFIRE™ 

Controller allows you to 
utilize your home Wi-Fi 
network to connect your 

grill to the Traeger App via 
our cloud servers

TIMER
Set timers to count down, 
remind you to mop your 
meat, or alert you when 

internal meat temperature 
hits the sweet spot 

TEMPERATURE
Monitor grill or meat probe 
temperature, and adjust as 
you see fit, from the grill or 
the Traeger App. Use Keep 
Warm Mode to hold your 

food at FDA-approved 165°F

PROGRESS
Graphic visuals via the 

Traeger App make it easy to 
quickly glance and see how 
close you are to reaching 

the set temperatures
or set time

*Average variance over an hour long cook after grill has 
properly reached initial set temp of 375F.  Ambient air 
temp @ 72°F without wind.
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 The WiFIRE technology has made it so much 
easier for me to duplicate great contest results.  
It is amazing that the technology allows me to 
track the entire cook, save that cook log and 
then apply it to another cook in the future.  
That is out of this world!

CHAD WARD,
BBQ Champion & Whiskey Bent BBQ Shop 

”“
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COMMUNITY
Traeger Nation stands together 

and cooks together. Use the 
Traeger App to view updates 

and recipes

RECIPES
Discover endless recipes 

and share your own feats of 
food for others to try out

CUSTOM
COOK CYCLES

Find, customize, or create 
custom cook cycles, then 
fire them over and let the 

Timberline go to work

SHOP
Find your closest Traeger 

dealer to stock up on 
pellets, accessories, sauces 

or rubs.

Traeger WiFIRE™ puts the collected cookout knowledge of Traeger Pros and enthusiasts at your 
fingertips. Submit your feats of food for others to try, or fire new recipes and cooking directions 

straight to your Timberline for automated cook cycles. From here on out, you’re cooking with the 
wood-fired power of Traeger Nation behind you.   
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SIDE SHELF WITH HANGING HOOKS
Your tools are always on hand, ready for BBQ action

CONVENIENT PROBE STORAGE SPACE
Keep the probe tucked away and out of site

HANDLE
Made from heavy-duty steel, customized with 
orange Traeger medallions

24LB HOPPER
Capacity to hold 6 more pounds of pellets than 
ever before

  DETAILS
 MATTER
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CONCEALED DRIP TRAY
Drippings are out of sight and easy to clean up

STAINLESS STEEL FRONT SHELF
More room for prepping food

ALL-TERRAIN WHEELS
Burly wheels for better mobility and durability

REMOVABLE CUTTING BOARD
This magnetic board makes the transition from 
kitchen to grill effortless

POWER CORD HOOK & HOPPER CLEAN-OUT
Easily keep your cord safe and swap out hardwood flavors
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  TIMBERLINE
ACCESSORIES

ALL-WEATHER FULL LENGTH GRILL COVERS TIMBERLINE CONCEALED GREASE PAN (5 PACK)
850 COVER
SKU: BAC359
MSRP: $69.99

1300  COVER
SKU: BAC360
MSRP: $79.99

SKU: BAC404
MSRP: $4.99
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WE BUILD THE BEST AND STAND BY IT.
WARRANTYVIP365

TRAEGER’S LEGENDARY VIP-365 Customer Service 
is the best out there. If you have questions about 
your Traeger grill, or need tips on cooking your first 
Thanksgiving turkey, our seasoned experts have your 
back. We’re here for you 365 days a year, including 
holidays, because we’re cooks, not bankers.  

Register your Timberline grill online for access to our 
exclusive WiFIRE Customer Service line

SOME COMPANIES MEASURE THEIR WARRANTY
IN DAYS. We measure ours in years. Three years to be 
exact. Our state-of-the-art grills are designed and built 
to last. And we subject them to testing that is second-
to-none in the industry. What does all this mean? 
When it’s time to cook, we’ve got your back.
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BRING WOOD-FIRED COOKING INTO THE MODERN AGE. MASSIVE AND MODERN EVERYWHERE IT COUNTS.

TIMBERLINE 850 TIMBERLINE 1300

FEATURES:
Traeger WiFIRE™ Controller 
Meat Probe 
Meat probe storage 
TRU Convection® system 
Traeger Downdraft Exhaust® system
Super smoke mode
Keep warm mode
Custom cook cycles  
Double-wall stainless steel interior 
3 tiers of cooking surface

Stainless steel grill grates
Dual position smoke/sear grill grate
Concealed Grease Pan
Stainless steel front shelf 
Stainless steel side shelf with hooks
Magnetic Bamboo cutting board
Sawhorse Chassis 
All-terrain wheels 
Hopper clean-out
Power cord hook
Locking casters

FEATURES:
Traeger WiFIRE™ Controller 
Meat Probe 
Meat probe storage 
TRU Convection® system
Traeger Downdraft Exhaust® system
Super smoke mode
Keep warm mode
Custom cook cycles  
Double-wall stainless steel interior 
3 tiers of cooking surface

Stainless steel grill grates
Dual position smoke/sear grill grate
Concealed Grease Pan
Stainless steel front shelf 
Stainless steel side shelf with hooks
Magnetic Bamboo cutting board 
Sawhorse Chassis
All-terrain wheels 
Hopper clean-out
Power cord hook
Locking casters

850 sq. in. cooking capacity
24 lb. hopper capacity
Height: 48 in. 
Width: 46 in.

Depth: 27 in.
Weight: 200 lbs.
Available in black

1300 sq. in. cooking capacity
24 lb. Hopper capacity
Height: 48 in.
Width: 58 in.

Depth: 27 in.
Weight: 266 lbs. 
Available in black


